Abstract: This study examines authentic data samples taken from the Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual (CREA) in order to uncover any semantic trends that can be commonly observed in verbs taking a sentential complement without the complementizer que in Spanish. In doing so, special attention is given to the grammaticalization process that can account for epistemic fragments in which the semantic meaning of the verb becomes attenuated and where the main verb alone without a complementizer functions like an adverbial phrase. Four semantic groups of verbs with a zero complementizer are analyzed: (i) Verbs of cognition/mental act (e.g., creer 'think'); (ii) verbs of communication (e.g., decir 'say'); (iii) verbs of volition and desire (e.g., esperar 'hope'); and iv) verbs of emotion (e.g., temer 'fear'). These verb groups allowing a zero complementizer show differences with respect to (i) the subjunctive and indicative use in the embedded clause, (ii) the formal Vs. informal registers and (iii) the use of the complement-taking verbs as a fragment/parenthetical or an epistemic marker (in order to capture the degree of grammaticalization). This study proposes that not all the verbs that allow for the omission of the complementizer undergo the same degree of grammaticalization, but the semantics of the main verb interacting with all those factors play a role in determining the likelihood of the omission and the possibility that the main verb can actually be used as a floated parenthetical with a more subjective meaning that involves a more active process of grammaticalization. It is also shown that the degree of grammaticalization differs from verb to verb, as well as from verb class to verb class.
Introduction
Spanish is often described as a language in which a sentential complement normally requires the presence of the complementizer que 'that' as in (1), unlike in English (2) in which the omission of the complementizer that is optional:
(1) a. Diego sabía que tendría el apoyo.
"Diego knew that he would have the support."
b. *Diego sabía Ø tendría el apoyo.
"Diego knew (that) he would have the support."
(2) Diego knew (that) he would have the support.
It has been noted in literature, however, that a full sentential complement in Spanish can appear without a complementizer just like in English, but little is known about the usages and patterns related to such an omission. Brovetto (2002) proposes that the Spanish complementizer que 'that' may be optional when, for example, the embedded proposition conveys a meaning of uncertainty or an irrealis meaning as shown in (3): (3) Espero (que) se solucionen pronto los problemas causados por el huracán. "I hope (that) the problems caused by the hurricane will be solved soon." (example taken from Brovetto (2002) Although this observation gives us an insight into the phenomenon studied, the example in (4), taken from the CREA corpus collected by the Real Academia Española, shows that the embedded proposition does not necessarily have to convey an irrealis meaning to allow for the zero complementizer:
(4) Entonces yo digo Ø siempre me encantó. De chiquilla tenía facilidad para dibujar, en vacaciones era mi hobby. "Then I say Ø I always loved it. Since I was little, I had the ability to draw; on vacations it was my hobby." (CREA, oral data, Costa Rica)
The main verb decir 'to say' (in yo digo 'I say') has a sentential complement that denotes a realis meaning (siempre me encantó 'I always loved it'), but the omission of the complementizer que is still possible. This leads us to think that the zero complementizer phenomenon in Spanish is more complex than one might have thought from simple observations and intuition and that more comprehensive studies tackling this topic are needed.
This study examines authentic data samples taken from the Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual (CREA) in order to uncover any semantic trends that can be commonly observed in verbs taking a sentential complement without a complementizer. In doing so, special attention will be given to the grammaticalization process that can account for epistemic/evidential/evaluative fragments (Thompson, 2002) in which the semantic meaning of the verb becomes attenuated and where the main verb alone without a complementizer functions like an adverbial phrase. Examples are given in Spanish (5) and English (6):
(5) Somos hermanas del alma, creo.
"We are sisters of the spirit [soul mates], (I) think." (CREA, oral data, México, 1999) (6) A man would never do that. Because, number one they pick out, ..I think.. more vulnerable people.
(adapted from example (18), Kärkkäinen, 2007) In both examples (5) and (6), the verb creo and I think, respectively, are interpreted as adverbial phrases such as en mi opinión/in my opinion.
What this study will show, however, is that not all the main verbs that allow for the omission of the complementizer que are undergoing the same degree of the grammaticalization process, but that the semantics of the main verb plays a certain role in determining the likelihood that the main verb can actually be used as an epistemic marker with a more subjective meaning involving a more active process of grammaticalization (cf. Traugott, 1995) . At the same time, it will be shown that Spanish and English exhibit different patterns and usages of the zero complementizer, although some similarities are also found between the two languages. In the next section, I will briefly present the concept of grammaticalization. Section 3 examines some possible factors favoring the deletion of the complementizer in Spanish which have been discussed in some of the previous work. Section 4 presents sample data from the CREA and analyzes various conditions and contexts that are related to the omission of the complementizer, such as main verb types, formal and informal registers, a parenthetical use of the complement-taking verb without a complementizer and the subjunctive Vs. indicative mood in the embedded clause. Finally, section 5 summarizes the main findings of this study and suggests possible direction for future research.
The Concept of Grammaticalization
Grammaticalization is the set of semantic and structural processes, by which constructions involving particular lexical items are used with increasing frequency and gradually become new grammatical constructions over time (Bybee et al., 1994; Traugott, 2003; Torres-Cacoullos, 2011; Torres-Cacoullos and Walker, 2011) . For instance, it is well known that the phonetic reduction of the future expression (BE) going to to gonna indicates decreased analyzability (that is, increased autonomy) of a new single unit gonna over time (Bybee, 2006) . Sentential complement-taking [subject-verb] constructions in English without the complementizer that have also drawn much attention from researchers as structures in which a grammaticalization process is involved. A collocation-based perspective maintains that the frequent collocations of main-clause subjects and verbs (e.g., I think, I believe and I guess) without complementizers have been reanalyzed as discourse markers that are interpreted as epistemic adverbials instead of functioning as main clauses (Thompson and Mulac, 1991) . In this context, the concept of the complementation becomes blurred since "the complement overrides the main clause and the main clause is there to provide speaker stance towards the assessments, claims, counterclaims and proposals" (Thompson, 2002) . This view is known as a fragment analysis in which the subject (which is typically the firstperson singular) and the complement-taking matrix verb together function like an epistemic/evaluative adverbial fragment and a floated parenthetical (e.g., in my opinion for I think) rather than as a main verb governing an embedded sentence as its direct object complement (Thompson, 2002 ): (7) I can't even believe Ø I just said that.
(example taken from the Quebec English Corpus in Poplack et al., 2006) Although primary attention has been drawn mainly to verbs of cognition or mental act, some other frequencybased approaches (Poplack et al., 2006) also identify main-clause verb types in the complementizer construction. They found that think, know and say account for 63% of all the data while guess, tell, remember, find and realize account for 19%. Interestingly enough, however, their findings suggest that there is no correlation between token frequency and the rate of that (Vs. zero complementizer). In other words, frequency is not necessarily a decisive factor that triggers more use of the zero complementizer with those verb types (see discussions in Gonzálvez-García (2014) for arguments against a fragment analysis in support of the lack of correlation between frequency and zero complementizer).
On the other hand, multivariate analyses of factors favoring the zero complement tackle all the possible factors (in addition to the semantics of the matrix verbs) that can contribute to the grammaticalization process in which the omission of the complementizer occurs (Torres-Cacoullos and Walker, 2011) . Some of the common factors contributing to the omission of the complementizer are, for example, (i) matrix clause subjects such as I or you; (ii) a co-referential pronoun between the complement clause and the matrix clause subject (e.g., I think I got it right) (Posio (2011; 2013; for the detailed discussions about the expression of the first (and the second) person singular subject pronouns in Spanish in relation to verb semantics and grammaticalization); (iii) the absence of intervening elements between the matrix and complement clause (e.g., I remember my mother used to […] Vs. I remember on Sunday, my mother used to […] ); and, iv) the absence of main-clause adverbials (e.g., I still think Ø he is innocent Vs. I think Ø he is innocent). Based on their findings, Torres-Cacoullos and Walker (2011) suggest that the omission of the complementizer that occurs when there is less semantic content in the main clause and the two clauses (main and embedded) together act more like a single proposition.
Given that I have presented some of the approaches to the zero complementizer phenomenton in English in relation to grammaticalization, frequency and variable analyses, in the next section, I will focus on the omission of the complementzier que in Spanish and its differences-and similarities-with what has been discussed in some of these previous studies.
Omission of the Complementizer que in Spanish
It has been noted that there are some differences between the zero complementation in Spanish and English (Llinàs-Grau and Fernández-Sánchez, 2011) . In Spanish, some researchers mention that it is normally the subjunctive mood of the embedded clause that allows que to be omitted (Brovetto, 2002; Llinàs-Grau and Fernández-Sánchez, 2011 Brovetto (2002) hypothesizes that one can then expect to find the omission of que with verbs in the complement clause in the subjunctive mood rather than in the indicative mood (although the omission may be still possible in some cases) because the subjunctive mood is associated with unreality or possibility. Interestingly, she notes that the absence of que is not usually possible with verbs of utterance such as decir 'say' or with factive verbs such as confesar 'confess', admitir 'admit' and jurar 'swear' if the embedded clause denotes a realis meaning, but she also mentions that with these types of verbs, the omission can occur if the indicative mood of the embedded clause conveys an irrealis meaning as in (9).
As will be observed in the following section, however, many examples found in the CREA corpus show that it is not necessarily the subjunctive mood, or the irrealis meaning conveyed by the indicative mood, that triggers the omission of the complementizer in Spanish:
(10) De Tschaikovsky, el dúo de "Vodemon" y "Yolanta" en la ópera de este último título, que confieso Ø escuché por primera vez y que es reflejo de la tensión […] . "The duet of "Vodemon" and "Yolanta" of Tschaikovsky in the opera of this last title, which (I) confess Ø I heard for the first time and that it is reflection of the tension […] ." (CREA, newspaper/magazine, Spain, 1988) Example (10) shows that the embedded sentence escuché por primera vez y que es reflejo de la tensión 'I heard for the first time and that it is reflection of the tension' indeed denotes a realis meaning, but the omission of the complementizer que is still possible with the matrix verb confesar 'confess'. I will show in the following section that the CREA data analysis suggests that it is not necessarily the mood or the irrealis meaning of the embedded clause itself, but certain classes of main verbs that tend to allow for the omission of the complementizer and depending on which verb type, either the subjunctive or indicative mood can appear in constructions with the zero complementizer.
In fact, the wide range of semantic types of matrix verbs in Spanish has been noted as one of the differences between Spanish and English in some literature. The semantic group of verbs that allow the zero complementizer in Spanish is not limited to the so-called bridge verbs as in English, but includes many other types of predicates. For the matrix verbs that can typically occur without a complementizer, the previous studies usually mention verbs of propositional attitude such as the 'suppose' class of verbs (e.g., suponer 'suppose,' dudar 'doubt,' parecer 'seem'), emotion verbs such as the 'lament' class of verbs (e.g., lamentar 'lament,' preocuparse 'be worried,' alegrarse 'be glad,' sentir 'be sorry') and verbs of volition and desire (e.g., querer 'want,' desear 'desire,' esperar 'hope'), all of which usually take the subjunctive in their embedded clause (Delbecque and Lamiroy, 1999; Brovetto, 2002; Llinàs-Grau and Fernández-Sánchez, 2011) (CREA, novel, Costa Rica, 1996) The fact that the omission of the complementizer in Spanish relies heavily on the semantics of the matrix verb is different from English. These semantic classes of the matrix verb in Spanish are an important basis on which the CREA data samples of this study are drawn, but as we will see, one extra verb class will be added to the list, namely, verbs of communication such as decir 'say' and confesar 'confess', based on the data samples found in the CREA: It has also regularly been noted that the omission of the complementizer in Spanish occurs more often in formal contexts than in informal ones, unlike in English (Demonte and Fernández-Soriano, 2009 ). This is an interesting observation since in English, the omission of the complementizer typically occurs in more informal settings:
(15) Le ruego Ø lo tenga to you I beg it have-SUBJ en cuenta para el fututo. into account for the future "(I) beg you Ø you take this into account for the future." (Demonte and Fernández-Soriano (2009) , example from footnote 16)
The following section will show, however, that the zero complementation in Spanish actually occurs regularly in informal contexts too, but one may find more omission in formal contexts especially with the volition verb type such as rogar 'beg' and suplicar 'request, beg'. Other verb types such as verbs of cognition (e.g., creer 'think'), verbs of emotion (e.g., temer 'be afraid') and verbs of communication (e.g., decir 'say') appear to allow the omission of the complementizer regardless of whether the register is formal or informal:
(16) Nadie se dio cuenta de que había jugado sin fondos, cosa que, supongo, hubiera escandalizado cuando menos a mis primos. "Nobody realized that he played without funds, which, (I) suppose, would have shocked my cousins." (CREA, novel, México, 1979) (17) Vivir para ser ejemplo, para cosechar alegrías y abrazos de personas que de todo corazón te dicen Ø te quiero […] "To live in order to be a role model, in order to gain happiness and hugs from people who say to you from the heart (that) I love you […]" (CREA, essay-blog EFÍMERO, Costa Rica, 2003)
Example (16) represents an informal register (in a novel) in which a first person narrates a story in an informal tone (as shown in the phrase cosa que 'a thing that'), but the complementizer is not used, as the verb supongo 'I suppose' here functions like an epistemic marker. In (17), the informal register is indicated in the use of the clitic pronoun te 'to you-informal' in te dicen 'they say to you', as we observe again the omission of the complementizer.
So far, we have observed some interesting differences of Spanish and English in regard to the omission of the complementizer, but in fact, there are still some similarities between the two languages. For instance, just like in English, sentential complements without the complementizer que in Spanish commonly occur with the first person subject of the matrix verb (cf. Traugott, 1995; Torres-Cacoullos and Walker, 2011 A similar tendency is found in English: Among the three highest-frequency lexical types (think, know and say), think is mainly restricted to first-person singular present tense (Torres-Cacoullos and Walker, 2011). In fact, I mentioned in the previous section that a collocation approach to zero complementation postulates that certain frequent collocations of mainclause first-person singular subjects and verbs in English (e.g., I guess, I think) function as epistemic adverbials and parentheticals (i.e., I guess and I think interpreted as 'in my opinion') rather than as main clauses taking a complement clause (Thompson and Mulac, 1991) . The same seems to hold true for Spanish where one finds the omission of the complementizer with the first-person singular subjects more often than other types of subjects (Travis 2006; Vázquez Rozas 2006; Posio, 2011; 2013; . For instance, yo creo/creo '(I) think' and yo digo/digo '(I) say' seem to have been re-analyzed as epistemic markers that may serve a multitude of meta-discoursal functions, such as hedging the information provided in the complement clause. They can occur sentenceinitially, medially between pauses and sentencefinally, just like adverbs that can freely occur in various syntactic positions in a sentence.
The following section, based on the observations of differences and similarities delineated so far, will provide a more detailed analysis of the zero complement-taking verbs in Spanish. In doing so, special attention will be given to (i) the semantic types of the matrix verbs; (ii) the irrealis Vs. realis meaning of the embedded sentence, that is, whether the subjunctive (irrealis meaning) is indeed the preferred mood of choice for the zero complementizer; (iii) the formal Vs. informal registers (to see whether or not the formal context is indeed a preferred factor contributing to the omission of the complementizer; and (iv) the use of the complementtaking verbs without complementizer as a fragment or an epistemic marker (in order to capture the degree of grammaticalization). I will show that not all of the observations made in the previous studies necessarily represent all the data samples collected from the CREA database, which, therefore, warrants some revision of the hypotheses regarding the omission of the complementizer in Spanish.
The Semantics of the Main Verbs and the Omission of the Complementizer
This section analyzes the authentic data sample drawn from the CREA corpus, giving special attention to the semantics of the matrix verbs. As mentioned in the previous section, the semantics of the matrix verbs in Spanish include a wider variety of verb types than in English. This study, based on previous studies, analyzes four semantic groups of verbs that allow the zero complementizer: (i) Verbs of cognition/mental act (creer 'think, believe', pensar 'think' and suponer 'guess'); (ii) verbs of communication (decir 'say' and confesar 'confess'); (iii) verbs of volition and desire (esperar 'hope', rogar 'beg', desear 'desire', pedir 'ask', suplicar 'request, beg', solicitar 'request' and recomendar 'recommend'); and (iv) verbs of emotion (lamentar 'lament' and temer 'fear') (Many of these verbs are those verbs that have often been mentioned in the previous studies as typical verbs taking a zero complementizer in Spanish (Brovetto, 2002; Travis, 2006; Vázquez Rozas, 2006) ).
The sample data extracted from the CREA are comprised of verbs in the present tense conjugated mostly for first person singular subjects, as one expects to find more zero complementation with first person singular subjects. Although the collected data were not subject to fine-grained statistical analysis, the sample data that were included in the figures were collected from the entire country selected when the CREA allowed for the retrieval of all the examples (for example, all the data from Costa Rica and Mexico that have a construction containing a string of 'creo 'I think' + Ø + finite complement clause') in order to find the general patterns of the omission (In the case of communication verbs, there were too many examples found in a particular dataset and they could not all be retrieved, so the sample set was narrowed down to particular genres (such as 'newspaper/magazine' and 'oral') taking into account both formal and informal registers). The only verb group that included other country (Spain) in its figures is emotion verbs in which not enough data were found in the dataset of Costa Rica and Mexico only. Note that although the figures themselves are limited to the particular datasets, illustrated examples also include another country as well. Given that the main purpose of this study is to observe and find the general tendency of the omission of the complementizer in Spanish, no particular claims will be made in regards to frequency (at least in a statistical sense) or dialectal variations.
Verbs of Cognition/Mental Act
Data for three cognition verbs that are commonly used without a complementizer were extracted mainly from the CREA database of Costa Rica (all the data) and Mexico (all the data): creo 'I believe', pienso 'I think' and supongo 'I suppose, I guess'. Table 1 shows the distribution of these three verbs that take the zero complementizer Vs. the que complementizer in the CREA corpus. It is interesting to observe that the frequency of the cognition verbs that occur in the corpus varies depending on the verb type: supongo 'I suppose, I guess' shows a higher rate of omission (30.54%) than creo 'I think' (4.96%) and pienso 'I think' (10.3%).
The omission of the complementizer is commonly observed in both formal (as in all the (a) examples in [19] [20] [21] ) and informal registers (all the (b) examples in [19] [20] [21] . Note that the degree of formality of register for each data sample is indicated for some of the oral data in the CREA database (but not usually for written database), which is also copied and written for the examples of oral data: Cognition verbs such as creo 'I think/believe', pienso 'I think' and supongo 'I guess/suppose' that occur with the zero complementizer indeed do not appear to be restricted to formal contexts (such as a public speech, formal oral interviews and newspaper articles), but they also freely occur in informal contexts (such as an informal interview and oral conversations, narrations in a novel). Interestingly, this semantic verb group also shows many attested examples in which the matrix verbs are used as epistemic fragments and parentheticals, acquiring a more subjective meaning of evaluative/epistemic adverbs (e.g., en mi opinion 'in my opinion'). As will be shown in the following subsections, the fragment usage of the matrix verb with the zero complementizer in other semantic groups of verbs is not as common as is the case with cognition verbs; therefore, verbs of cognition/mental act/propositional attitude can be said to be undergoing a high degree of grammaticalization, as shown in examples (22-24), in which the verbs used as epistemic parentheticals freely occur sentence-medially between pauses ([a] examples) and also sentence-finally after a pause ([b] examples) (Gonzálvez-García (2014) It is also noteworthy that verbs of cognition without a complementizer normally appear with an embedded clause in the indicative mood, not subjunctive, as attested to in all the examples (19-24).
Verbs of Communication
This section analyzes two verbs of communication commonly found without a complementizer: digo 'I say' and confieso 'I confess'. Table 2 presents the proportions of how many examples of digo 'I say' and confieso 'I confess' take the zero complementizer and the que complementizer in the CREA corpus, limiting the dataset to two countries in order to make the manual counting process manageable. Token frequencies indicated in Table 2 are based on the dataset of Costa Rica (all the data for digo and confieso) and Mexico (partial data including informal and formal registers [oral data, newspaper and magazine] for digo and all the data for confieso). Some of those examples presented in (25-33) include data from countries other than Costa Rica and Mexico for the purpose of illustration. It is noteworthy that digo 'I say, I mean' appears without a complementizer much more frequently (37.64%) than confieso 'I confess' (5.97%). As it will be shown, the sample data from the CREA database suggest that these two verbs behave differently although some similarities are also observed. They are similar in the sense that both verbs (digo and confieso) occur in formal and informal registers as shown in (25-26), respectively. The presence of the clitic pronouns le 'to you-formal' in (25a) and te 'to you-informal' in (26a) and (26b) shows whether the contexts are formal or informal:
(25) Formal registers:
a. Sin embargo, habían algunas asignaturas en donde incluso, por ejemplo, las matemáticas que nosotros aprendimos en el liceo, que, le digo, fueron veintiséis años después, las matemáticas que ya se enseñaban en la universidad […] "Nevertheless, there were some class subjects in which, for example, even the math that we learned in high school, which, (I) tell you, was the math that was still taught at the university twenty six years later […] ." (CREA, oral data [face-to-face interview/conversation], Costa Rica, formality = high) b. A veces, incluso, este agradecimiento se traduce en cartas laudatorias dirigidas a la dirección, o en su materialización en forma de regalos o detalles cuya recepción, confieso, nos producen una honda satisfacción personal. "Sometimes, even, this appreciation is translated in laudatory letters directed to the direction, or in its materialization in the form of gifts or little presents whose receipt, (I Both verbs also occur with an embedded clause in the indicative mood as shown in examples (25-26). However, the verb decir 'to say' can also occur with the subjunctive mood in the embedded clause when the main verb decir denotes a speaker's volition:
(27) Lo que recomiendo es que el pueblo, que es inteligente, vote por la persona más idónea. Yo no le digo Ø vote por x o y. "What I recommend is that people, who are intelligent, vote for the most suitable person. I don't tell you Ø vote for x or y." (CREA, newspaper, Costa Rica, 1996) In (27), the verb vote appears as the present subjunctive form of votar 'vote' since the main verb digo 'I say' does not convey information as a verb of communication but rather it intends to influence an interlocutor by 'telling him to vote' for someone (acting like a verb of volition) (It may also be interpreted as an imperative in direct speech representation).
Another difference between the two verbs is that digo 'I say' is often used as an epistemic fragment that can freely occur sentence-medially (28) -and also sentence-finally (29) -whereas confieso 'I confess' is not often found in a sentence-final position when it functions as an epistemic adverbial, but does occur sentence-medially (30) When confieso 'I confess' is used as a floated parenthetical in a sentence-final position, it is usually accompanied by the direct object pronoun lo 'it' as in (31-32). In this case, one can say that the verb confesar 'confess' does not function as a true epistemic fragment since the direct object pronoun lo 'it' refers to the entire preceding sentence; it should not be considered as an example of a verb with zero complementizer. It still seems worthwhile to point out that this expression lo confieso 'I confess it (it-I confess)' is prevalent in the sample data collected from the CREA database. Also note that lo confieso 'I confess it (it-I confess)' is commonly observed sentence-medially as well as in (33) The observations and data analyses so far suggest that it seems reasonable to say that there are clearly some differences between digo 'I say' and confieso 'I confess', especially in terms of the degree of grammaticalization: The verb decir 'say' appears to be used more freely as a reanalyzed semantic unit which expresses the subjectivity of the speaker whereas the verb confesar 'confess' still exhibits some restriction.
Verbs of Volition and Desire
Verbs of volition and desire are those verbs often cited as complement-taking verbs that can omit the complementizer que and take the embedded clause in the subjunctive. A wide range of verbs appear in the CREA data and this study analyzes the following verbs: esperar 'hope', rogar 'beg', desear 'desire', pedir 'ask', suplicar 'request, beg', solicitar 'request' and recomendar 'recommend'. Table 3 shows the distribution of these volition and desire verbs that take the zero complementizer vs. the que complementizer in the CREA corpus (Mexico and Costa Rica), but the illustrated examples in (34-50) include data from other countries such as Spain.
As will be shown below, this verb group behaves quite differently from verbs of cognition and verbs of communication, in the sense that volition verbs omitting the complementizer (i) typically take the subjunctive in the embedded clause with the exception of esperar 'hope' in certain contexts; (ii) typically (but not exclusively) appear in a formal register; and (iii) are not often used as parenthetical fragments (with the exception of esperar 'hope').
The only verb that seems to appear as a parenthetical fragment is esperar 'hope' as in (34) contrasted by its non-fragment use in (35). It is interesting to note that when esperar 'hope' is used as a parenthetical fragment, the verb in the embedded clause appears in the indicative-typically, a future tense-rather than in the subjunctive, as in (34). (34) espero 'I hope' as a floated parenthetical/fragment: a. En fin... son un montón de preguntas vitales para mi existencia que se resolverán, espero, para el jueves. "In short…they are a lot of vital questions for my existence that will be resolved, (I) hope, by Thursday." (CREA, Mexico, 2002) b. Chanes es un loco, murió en el circuito de un problema completamente distinto, que dentro de algunos días estará circulando, espero, por toda la prensa nacional. "Chanes is a crazy man, he died in a completely distinct ongoing problem, which within a few days will be circulated, (I) 1 The verb deseo 'I desire' can also have a meaning of a noun 'a desire', thus, for the purpose of the data retrieval, the first person plural form of the verb (deseamos 'we desire') was used 2 A high rate of occurrence of solicito is observed in the dataset of Mexico, especially in the formal speech with expressions such as solicito autorice/consulte 'I request (that) you authorize / consult' In (34), espero 'I hope' is used as a parenthetical which can be interpreted as an adverbial such as con suerte 'hopefully'. Importantly, for this reason, the verbs in the 'embedded' clauses appear in the indicative mood (se resolverán 'they will be solved' and estará 'it will be'), not the subjunctive, since the apparent main verb espero 'I hope' does not really 'govern' the embedded clause to trigger the subjunctive mood. On the other hand, the examples in (35) show that the same verb espero 'I hope' is used as a true matrix verb that triggers the subjunctive mood as in espero (que) le guste 'I hope that you like it' (35a) and espero (que) pagues tú 'I hope that you pay' (35b).
Other volition/desire verbs, on the other hand, typically function as main verbs (with the zero complementizer) that take a true embedded clause -not as floated parentheticals and all the verbs in the embedded clauses appear in the subjunctive as expected. The examples are given in (36-39) below. Note that the first example (36) contains three verbs of volition (pido 'I ask', ruego 'I beg' and ordeno 'I order') without a complementizer, all of which take the subjunctive form of cesar 'to stop' (i.e., cese 'stopsubjunctive.3 rd pers.SG).
(36) ¡En nombre de Dios les pido, les ruego, les ordeno, Ø cese la represión! "In the name of God (I) ask you, (I) beg you, (I) order you, Ø stop the repression." (CREA, newspaper, Costa Rica, 2003) (37) Si dije algo que pudiera ofenderles, les suplico Ø me disculpen. "If I said something that could offend you, (I Some of these volition verbs are sometimes used as a 'pseudo-fragment' that appears to be standing alone as a parenthetical, but in fact, with a direct object pronoun lo 'it' which refers to the entire sentence. The examples in (40-41), therefore, do not necessarily represent true cases of parentheticals. We have observed a similar case with the verb confesar 'confess' as in lo confieso 'I confess it': (40) ¿Y quién será el objeto de mi amor? No te horrorices otra vez, te lo suplico. "Who will be the object of my love? Don't be terrified again, (I) beg it of you. Finally, the data from CREA suggest that verbs of volition/desire without a complementizer are used in both formal and informal contexts; however, it seems that the omission of the complementizer que in volition/desire verbs is more common with a formal register rather than with an informal one (cf. Brovetto (2002) ). The verb suplico 'request, beg' alone, for example, has 27 occurrences in which it appears without the complementizer and among them, 26 examples are used in formal contexts. This is one of the differences that we can observe between volition verbs, on the one hand and cognition verbs and communication verbs, on the other. Recall that cognition verbs and communication verbs with the zero complementizer do not show a particular preference for one register over another (i.e., formal Vs. informal), but the analysis of the data in this study suggests that the volition verb group without a complementizer appears to show a clear preference for a formal register. In the examples below, we can observe examples of volition verbs with the zero complementizer in both formal (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) Note that the formal vs. informal registers can be distinguished when there is a clitic pronoun le 'to-you (formal)' as in (42), (44), (45) and (46) and te 'to you (informal)' as in (47-50) (A reviewer mentions that the use of address forms in the Spanish-speaking world is rather complex, thus the presence of the clitic pronouns te Vs. le does not necessarily endorse the informal vs. formal registers, respectively). It should be noted again that the omission of the complementizer is attested in many examples of formal register in the CREA data, but not many examples are found with an informal register.
Informal register:
(47) Es que espera Ø te cases con ella tan pronto como el otro sea cliente de funeraria. "The thing is that (he) hopes Ø you marry her as soon as the other guy is a funeral client." (CREA, novel [El caso 117.720 CREA, newspaper, Mexico, 1996) To summarize, verbs of volition/desire without a complementizer distinguish themselves from verbs of cognition and verbs of communication. While the latter groups of verbs seem to exhibit a higher degree of grammaticalization as shown in many attested examples of verbs used as floated parentheticals, verbs of volition/desire more commonly occur as matrix verbs without a complementizer, which preserves the word order and usual subjunctive form in the embedded clause (i.e., a matrix verb + (que) + an embedded clause in the subjunctive).
Verbs of Emotion
Data for two verbs of emotion that are commonly used without complementizers were extracted mainly from the CREA database of Costa Rica, Mexico and Spain: lamento 'I lament/regret' and temo 'I suspect'/me temo 'I am afraid'. Table 4 shows the distribution of these emotion verbs that take the zero complementizer vs. the que complementizer in the CREA corpus of Costa Rica, Mexico and Spain. These two verbs behave differently in several respects. First of all, very few examples were found for lamentar 'lament' with the zero complementizer (4 occurrences out of 95 examples) when all the datasets from Costa Rica, Mexico and Spain were consulted, as most examples of lamentar appear with other types of complementation such as a noun phrase (e.g., lamento esta debilidad 'I lament this weakness'), a full sentential complement with the complementizer que (e.g., lamento que se vayan 'I lament that they leave') and an infinitival complement (e.g., lamento verte aquí 'I lament seeing you here'). An example of lamento 'I lament' with the zero complementizer is given in (51) The example in (51) shows a non-fragment use of lamentar 'lament', which simply occurs without a complementizer. This verb never seems to occur as a parenthetical at least in the dataset I consulted. In fact, it has been pointed out in Gonzálvez-García (2014) that lamentar 'lament', being a factive verb, does not allow floated parentheticals as shown in (52) When temer is used as a non-parenthetical fragment, that is, as a main verb as in (53), the subjunctive mood is used as in hagan 'they do.SUBJ.PRES'. In this case, temer without a reflexive pronoun means 'suspect' (For the meaning of temer and temerse, the online dictionary of the Real Academic Española was consulted).
It is noteworthy that when me temo (as a reflexive construction) 'I am afraid' is used as a parenthetical, it normally occurs sentence-medially according to all the examples extracted from the CREA dataset of Costa Rica, Mexico and Spain (55-56), but no example is found with me temo 'I am afraid' appearing sentence-finally. Also note that the expression mucho me temo 'I am very afraid' is found often as a floated parenthetical as in (55) In summary, the analysis of the data of the two sample verbs of emotion (lamento 'I lament' and temo/me temo 'I suspect/I am afraid) suggests that the degree of grammaticalization does not appear to be uniform. While lamento 'I lament' without a complementizer is not frequently found in the data, temo/me temo 'I suspect/I am afraid' with the zero complementizer is more commonly found. Moreover, the examples of temo/me temo 'I suspect/I am afraid' show usages of a parenthetical, which suggests some degree of a grammaticalization process with this verb.
Closing Remarks
I have shown that the zero-complementizer phenomenon in Spanish is quite complex as it involves several interacting factors that can contribute to the likelihood of the omission. It is not necessarily the subjunctive or the irrealis meaning of the embedded clause, nor the formal register that automatically triggers the omission of the complementizer in Spanish. It is rather the semantics of the matrix verb interacting with all those factors that plays an important role in contributing to the omission of the complementizer.
Data analysis has revealed that verbs of cognition such as creo 'I believe', pienso 'I think' and supongo 'I suppose/I guess' omit the complementizer frequently. These verbs are used as a main verb without a complementizer (i.e., non-fragment use), but also as a floated parenthetical that freely occurs sentence-medially and finally. Verbs of communication (digo 'I say' and confieso 'I confess') also exhibit similar behaviors as verbs of cognition, in the sense that they appear as 'complement-introducing main verbs' (i.e., nonparenthetical), but also as a parenthetical that acts like an adverbial occurring sentence-medially (e.g., digo 'I say' and confieso 'I confess') or sentence-finally (e.g., digo 'I say'). I propose, therefore, that both verbs of cognition/mental act and verbs of communication/utterance exhibit a higher degree of a grammaticalization process than other groups of verbs such as verbs of volition/desire (e.g., ruego 'I beg', deseo 'I desire', suplico 'I beg', solicito 'I request') and verbs of emotion (e.g., lamento 'I lament') where most verbs do not tend to stand alone as an adverbial parenthetical when omitting the complementizer. In fact, Kärkkäinen (2003) pointed out in her English data analysis that verbs of cognition such as know, think, believe and remember and utterance verbs such as say "act in the same way as epistemic phrases" since both semantic groups of verbs do not use that as a complementizer and "appear as more or less fixed formulae" (Kärkkäinen, 2003 ). An 'epistemic phrase', according to Kärkkäinen (2003) , may include the following features: (i) Verbs of cognition and perception as well as utterance verbs; (ii) generally a 1 st person subject (e.g., I think, I guess); and (iii) generally the present tense of the verb. My Spanish data for verbs of cognition and verbs of communication/utterance also confirm these criteria, thus corroborating the hypothesis that these semantic groups of verbs undergo a high degree of grammaticalization in which verbs without a complementizer are becoming an adverbial that may compete with other existing forms of adverbial expressions such as en mi opinión 'in my opinion' (for creo 'I think', for example). Thus, when there is no complementizer que, the main verb in these semantic groups is reanalyzed as an epistemic discourse marker by language users, which, in turn, can freely occur in positions other than sentenceinitial. This is not always the case for verbs of volition and verbs of emotion. Even among these verb groups, I have also shown that some verbs (e.g., espero 'I hope') tend to appear as a floated parenthetical more frequently than other verbs (e.g., deseo 'I desire'), which suggests a certain degree of the grammaticalization process even if it may not be as obvious as in the cognition and utterance verbs. I propose, therefore, that the degree of grammaticalization differs from verb to verb, as well as from verb class to verb class. This is an ongoing process of language change and, as such, diachronic studies that examine this grammaticalizing construction from the past to the present may be able to provide a picture from a different angle for such a change. In addition, more thorough corpus analyses to find possible factors favoring the omission of the complementizer in Spanish would also help answer some remaining questions for future research.
